
TAKING UP SPACE, 
CREATING SACRED SPACE

the priestess path/Video-
Lesson One



RETRIEVING OUR 
SOULSKINS, SEALSKINS



WHAT IS FEMININE INTUITION?

“Feminine intuition” was once something we cherished and easily 
accessed, through the knowing of the heart’s wishes, knowing the 
body’s cycles, speaking truth (not backing down), taking action, and 
surrendering to your creativity, truth & bliss. 

Once lost, she is rising again. She can always be reached. Are you 
listening? Do you want to model self –love & spiritual devotion so that 
others might be free (and, of course, you too)?



QUESTION #2 IN HANDOUT

First, read the questions. Shut your eyes. Sit in silence. Then open and write. No 
need to get to them all. This is merely a jump off point to get you reviewing and 
reflecting before the lecture. Feel free to use one or all to guide your musing…

1. How have you carved out space for yourself lately? How have you not?

2. How have you settled for less space in your life than needed to thrive?

3. Do you know your surroundings, the land nearby, its history?

4. What are all of the ways you’ve “conceded” (given away) space to those who didn’t 
deserve it? Why do you do this?

5. What do you know about “cleansing space” energetically or spiritually? What are your 
favorite methods? Do you want more?

6. Remember back to your family. Did they practice any techniques?

7. List all the ways you can remember WHEN you knew how and when to “take up space”, 
to “create sacred space for yourself” or to “take back space” that should have been 
yours all along…

8. How do you know – in your body, heart or intuition – when it’s been just too much it’s 
TIME to get back home, take up space or get back to yourself? Can you think of a time, 
like the Soulskin Sealskin woman, when you had to leave? ENJOY THE WRITING…



“SPACE” & THE FEMININE
THE PRIESTESS ALWAYS REMEMBERS THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF CREATING A 
SPACE JUST FOR HER TO GROW, THAT WHICH WILL SUSTAIN HER VERY ESSENCE

patriarchy

Denied many public spaces

Asked to “act like a man” when allowed to enter

Control over the home but not “of” the home

Domestication/separation from deeper knowings 
tied to sacred spaces

Defined by degree to which one “procreates” not by 
passion or intrinsics

Suppression, silence, murder & rape of divine 
feminine qualities in human spaces/narratives

“Sacred Space” defined as “male”, male-centered 
EXCEPT for women’s childbirth or menstruation  or 
food rituals (and, then, not always)

returning to…

Sovereignty

Choice, passion, desire for all

Nature, our bodies, seasons, elements 
& cycles

Sacred solo spaces

Collective sacred spaces honoring the 
feminine as well as the masculine

Rites, rituals, medicines to heal self & 
community (becoming wisdom 
keepers again)



“LET EVERYTHING BE CEREMONY,
EVERYTHING AN ALTAR OF LOVE.”

HOW WE HAVE DENIED 
OURSELVES “SPACE”. HOW WE 
HAVE GIVEN AWAY OUR SACRED 
LANDS. HOW WE MUST RECLAIM 
THOSE WILD PARTS…

RE-WILDING EFFECT HERE –
SOULSKIN STORY, THE COST, THE 
STORIES, OUR MOTHERS, THE 
ANCESTORS



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF 
IDENTIFYING, CLEANSING, CREATING & 
TAKING UP (SACRED) SPACE?
1. Greater vitality, overall wellness & increased health

2. Satisfaction & bliss

3. Honesty & integrity

4. Stronger, deeper relationships

5. Increased focused, sense of self & confidence

6. Sense of place & belonging

And on and on…

SHUT YOUR EYES. MEDITATE FOR A MOMENT: HOW WILL YOU BENEFIT 
FROM THIS (SEE TOP) after doing more of it?



WHAT IS THE COST OF NOT CREATING 
SACRED SPACE, TAKING UP SPACE?

PHYSICAL – dis-ease in the body, confusion

SOCIAL – truth, honesty (lying about who you really are)

EMOTIONAL – repressed emotions, longing/searching, distractions, fillers 

MENTAL/INTELLECTUAL – imbalance, drug use, un-clarity, unfocused

ECONOMIC – not doing what you love, dishonesty; missing work, ennui

RELATIONAL – self, community, family, nature, sacred union,   

LIFE PATH – missing a key element, satisfaction, responsibility, lineage

SPIRITUAL – loss of self/feeling connected to the divine or sacred sisterhood

PSYCHIC – the longing can break you (soulskin, sealskin)



WHY DO WE DO THIS TO 
OURSELVES (WITHHOLD LOVE)?

Personal Reasons (Adaptation)

1. Initial childhood trauma

2. Adaptation: Habits & energetic 
patterns we create to adapt

3. Developed beliefs & patterns

4. Amnesia is easier/too hard, 
too much work

5. Wanting to fit in, be loved, be 
taken care of, not exiled

Collective Reasons

1. Ancestral amnesia

2. Ancestral trauma (epigenetics)

3. Past life issues

4. Disease of culture

5. Selling Out (If I give you this, you 
promise not to)

6. Power & control vs. sovereignty & 
your divine, inner wisdom (War on 
the Human Heart)



WHY DO WE AVOID CREATING SPACE, 
TAKING UP SPACE?
We’re busy or lazy (OR BOTH).

We think we are unlovable or worthy (masochistic tendencies).

Fear we couldn’t possible be good enough.

Excuses: “If only I had>>>, then>>>” OR “When I have…then I will…”

Competition & comparison.

Distractions.

We forget.

Fear of rejection/wanting to belong.

Playing small, hiding behind things & identities, wanting to be liked.

“Caregiving” as a means to excuse away the responsibility, joy & pain.

WORKSHEET QUESTION: Pick three reasons why you forget to tend to your 
garden and sacred alone time, or to take up space and claim it as your own.



FIRSTLY, YOU NEED TO 
DEFINE WHAT YOUR NEEDS 

ARE. (HOW)

What is your sacred yes?

What is your sacred no?

And, act accordingly.



BREATHE: WHAT IS IT YOU REALLY, 
REALLY WANT OUT OF YOUR LIFE, 
YOUR DAY, THE SPACES YOU OCCUPY?

DO YOU REALLY OCCUPY SPACE OR 
DO YOU FORGE OR FEIGN 
OCCUPATION?

HOW ARE YOU REALLY SHOWING UP?



HOME: CREATION OF 
SPACE AS A SACRED ACT

What are you doing to 
safeguard and sanctify 
your home spaces?



EACH WOMAN SEARCHES 
FOR HER HOME, ONLY TO 

FIND IT WITHIN

meditate – how do you 
define home?



WHAT ARE SOME GOOD WAYS THE 
MEDICINE WOMAN HONORS HER HOME 
“SPACE”?
1. Intention & right relations (how & who)

2. Adornment & beautification

3. Cleaning & cleansing

4. Plant medicines (rich, vibrant kitchens & herb gardens)

5. Herbal medicine baths

6. Altars & “me” spaces

7. Cooperation/”bringing together”/sharing it

8. Sacred objects (cleansed & utilized)

9. Honoring the ancestors, elements, directions & animal guides

10. Honoring the land she occupies & the people who came first

11. Making “room” for the children, her twin, beloveds & less fortunate



SHE ALSO KNOWS WHEN TO…
1. Move into or move out of a space/home/place (she never overstays 

her visit)

2. To get her own place or create a sacred refuge

3. Identify “her” spot in nature she can go to when times get rough

4. Move inwards & be alone with herself & her spirit (to tune in)

5. Clean her bed and body after a sexual experience

6. Getting rid of other’s things from her space or things that no 
longer belong there (DECLUTTER)

7. Keep her kitchen clean & well stocked with plant medicine

8. Find strategies to move graciously within “toxic” spaces or spaces 
not her own (inside her mind, bathroom breaks, sister support etc)



THE IMPORTANCE OF KEEPING YOUR “HOUSE” CLEAN

1. Cleaning, de-cluttering your home often

2. “Cleansing” your home spiritually, energetically

3. Being careful of who you “let in”

4. Is it really your home or are you in someone else’s home or living 
someone else’s version of “home”?

5. Location, Location, Location

6. Clear, intentional spaces

7. Space just for you



HANDOUT 
QUESTIONS 10/11

List three ways you are creating a “home” 
that speaks for you, that really, really works 
for you.

HONOR THAT.

List three ways you are not creating this and 
what you intend to do about it. Are you in a 
safe place? Does it feel good to you? Does it 
nurture and inspire?

Is there anything you need to make this 
happen? How can we help?



FIVE WAYS TO CLEANSE YOUR 
HOME
1. First thing in the morning, open all the windows for at least 10 minutes to 
allow stale energies and the night’s entities to leave, asking them to do so. 
Use sage, incense or a bell can always help with your verbal, out-loud 
invitation to go. 

2. Mop your floor with rose, basil or rosemary oils or Agua da Florida water 
(just a dab). This significantly raises the frequency of the overall space. Do 
this once weekly or after every “messy” energetic “job”.

3. Include high frequency plants in the home, especially in areas with denser 
energies. Flowers invite positive spritely spirit guides. 

4. Hang vervain from the rafters or ceiling to ward off negative entities.

5. Place sea salt crystals in glass dishes, one in each of the four corners of 
the house to “absorb” any negative energies (even entities) in the space. 
Discard in the forest after 1-4 weeks depending on need. FOR OTHER WAYS 
TO CLEANSE YOUR SPACES< SEE HANDOUT. Practice!



NATURE AS REFUGE FOR THE 
PRIESTESS IN TRAINING

without this, there is 
nothing – she knows the 
cycles & the seasons & 
walks with the forest light



TRY THIS (10 MINUTES)

Imagine your favorite place in nature. Maybe it is from your childhood, a favorite 
forest path or lake.

How does it make you feel? What is the ”sense of place” or sensation it provides 
for you? What is she saying to you now?

List 5 qualities it gives you/reminds you of inside of yourself.

HOMEPLAY: Pick one nature routine to do once per week during these 13 weeks 
together. Find a partner to hold you true to going there. Pick your days/times. 
Put them on the calendar. Report back. Write about your experiences.

(Handout Question # 13)



IN YOUR JOURNAL OR IN 
MEDITATION…SIT ON:
1. What is your relationship to nature? 

2. What was it like for your mother or her mother before her? 

3. Did something get interrupted? What was it? 

4. What were their relationships to their bodies, understanding and 
honoring of their feminine body wisdom? 

5. Do you see a correlation (connection)?



TO HONOR NATURE IS 
TO HONOR YOURSELF 
(YOUR BODY), TO 
RESPECT YOUR BODY 
IS TO HONOR SHE.



WOMEN’S BODIES 
& THE EARTH ARE 
ONE

“Women have always cradled within their 

bodies secret mysteries of life, death, and 

rebirth and the healing, grounding, and 

balancing powers of our Mother in the 

Earth. We have held these mysteries 

sacred within us as we would carry babies 

in our wombs.”

― Elizabeth Eiler, Singing Woman: Voices 

of the Sacred Feminine

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/65596447


WHAT HAS BEEN THE COST OF 
DISCONNECTING FROM THE EARTH?

1. Ennui, boredom, like something’s “missing”, even depression

2. Cutting off from your own source/intuition (not trusting)

3. Lack of trust, self-trust or knowingness

4. Less playful innocence, sensual outdoor experiences, less joy and playfulness

5. Less sexual or sensual pleasure than is required for  healthy lifestyle

6. Disconnection from the seasons & cycles, animals & plants

7. Unaware of one’s own feminine body & her needs (sickness)

8. Competition among women or between women and men

9. Jealousy of one’s own children (especially females) & suppression of their voices

10. Destruction of the Earth & our relationships to one another.



HOW THE PRIESTESS GETS BACK 
TO “SOURCE”
She does her medicine ways cleanly & frequently

She promises to find ways to understand her body & treat it with care 
& natural medicines

She spends quality, loving time with children, plants & animals

She connects her yoni/womb to the Earth

She dives into her mother’s ancestral trauma and her own, the 
depression over disconnection from Mother Earth

She takes time for herself to get quiet and get clear

She gives her pain up to Gaia & prays for her medicine there



WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MEDICINE? WRITE 
-

A part of the priestess pathway is to identify what soothes your soul, 
what inspires you and the gifts you have come to share. Sit and think 
about childhood before the domestication of your soul.

1. What did you love the most as a child?

2. Was it more trees, water, ocean, desert, etc?

3. Was it sky, Earth, fire, water?

4. Was it rocks and stones?

5. Was it animals or healing touch?

6. Was it music, dance or art?

7. Was it scents or colors or adornments?



SOME TIPS FOR RE-WILDING THE FEMININE…

1. Eat healthy, organic foods & alkalize your stomach; detoxes; herbal 
plant remedies

2. Turn off electronic devices & leave the city

3. Separate as much as possible from large institutions, advertising, 
tv & pharmaceuticals 

4. Go out in nature once a day, naked if possible!

5. Sungaze early in the morning or at sunset

6. Retreat alone, silence, meditation, Earthing, centering, grounding

7. Retreat with other women in nature 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT SLIDE…



RE-WILDING (CONT.…)

8. Tune-in to the seasons, cycles, directions; conduct ceremony on 
full and new moons. 

9. Give your menstrual blood to the ground or ocean with intentional 
ritual

10. Do art, writing, what feeds your soul IN the MOTHER’S EMBRAC

11. Dancing, shaking, screaming, yelling, laughing, playing

12. Sacred Sexuality as an essential ancient priestess practice (The 
Holy Sofia)

13. Eliminate everything & everyone who gets in the way of your divine 
wild feminine



THE ANCIENT ART OF 
CONNECTING TO THE 

DIRECTIONS & ELEMENTS

a basic priestess pathway

SEE THE DIERCTIONS & 
ELEMENTS SHEET



ELEMENTS ACTIVITY # 17
The elements and directions are used in almost every 
ceremony, with slight variations depending on the lineage. 
In the Elements & Directions worksheet, I’ve assembled 
some information you can use on your altars or in your 
home spaces to bring in and honor these.

TO DO: Gather a candle or matches (fire), a glass of water 
(water), a stone or stick (earth), and feather, sage or incense 
(air).

On your already-existing altar or a cloth, call in the 
directions one by one placing them in their correct locations. 

Now, just sit with each item. Meditate on each for one 
minute. Connect to the energies, seasons they represent and 
all else that comes…This improves our intuition by getting us 
silent & connecting us. 

See page 6 
of “SACRED 
SPACES & 
ALTAR 
CREATION” 
for a nice 
way to call 
in the 
directions!



TAKING UP SPACE: THE 
PUBLIC DOMAIN

The Priestess not only 
commits to “finding” her 
voice, but to giving voice 
to the voiceless.



THINK

OF A TIME YOU SAW YOUR MOTHER OR 
GRANDMOTHER EITHER “TAKE UP PUBLIC SPACE” 
WHERE SHE WAS TOLD NOT TO OR WHERE SHE 
QUIVERED OR DID THE OPPOSITE. 

WHAT IS THE LESSON HERE? 

WHAT HAVE YOU INHERITED? 

WHAT DID THIS TEACH YOU? HONOR THE LESSON. 

TAKE A PRAYER MOMENT. DO THE WOMEN IN YOUR 
LINEAGE “TAKE UP SPACE”?



HOW ARE YOU SHOWING UP IN THE 
WORLD?

The Priestess is one who…
• Doesn’t apologize for her existence
• Shows up
• Knows how to say NO
• Finds her divine YES
• Commits to practicing her medicine
• Knows the importance of her body & the Earth in 

relation to her well-being & that of the community
• Accepts she is human (she will make mistakes)
• Practices radical self-love



IMAGINE:

THINK OF A TIME WHEN YOU “TOOK UP 
SPACE” AND REALLY SHOWED UP. SIT ON IT. 
HOW DID IT MAKE YOU FEEL? WHAT WERE 
THE LESSONS LEARNED? IS THERE 
ANYTHING GETTING IN THE WAY OF IT 
NOW? WHAT NEEDS TO HAPPEN?



WORKSHEET QUESTION # 20

The Priestess path, the path of the medicine warrior, does not allow 
us to hide. It is soft and fierce. It will not apologize. It knows its 
intrinsic nature is to be wild and free, untamed and courageous. The 
Priestess path can be a lonesome one at times, but rewarding. It’s 
often an inner alchemical journey – into the inner womb, into the dark 
feminine, into the unknown. But it also asks us to step up.

Pick one thing you will do or ask for this week that demands you 
“show up” and carve out or “take up” space where you have played 
small or too big and loud. Maybe you’ve been putting something off? 
What is it?  Write it down. Make a commitment. 

“I will…”
Add, by when, where, with whom and how. DO IT. IT’S TIME.



WOMEN ONLY/FEMININE 
ONLY SPACES

Spaces just devoted to those 
who identify with and can 
fully hold space for self and 
others within the context of 
the Divine Feminine 
frequency & motif



WHAT IS YOUR FEMME QUOTIENT?

1. What is your relationship to women and time with women?

2. How does it reflect your understanding of the “feminine” and how 
that plays out in your life?

3. Does this relate at all to your relationship with your mother?

4. Are there missing links in your female-female relationships?

5. Do you crave more, need more?

6. What do you need in this way?

7. What role does Priestess Apprentice play in this?



CREATING & CLEANSING 
SACRED SPACE

the priestess can “claim” 
as her own the dirtiest of 
spaces…with a few tools.



OPENING, MAINTAINING & CLOSING “SPACES”

Shamanic priestess “cleansing” is the energetic & spiritual “cleaning” 
of a physical body, a portion of the body, energetic “light” bodies, 
dreamtime, you in other “realms” or “dimensions”, and/or physical 
spaces. CLEANSING has been conducted since the beginning of time, 
through song, drum, dance, flower medicine, plant medicine, 
ceremony & ritual. 

What are your favorite to energetically cleanse a space?

Read the Cleansing & Protecting Handout and answer 
the questions at the end for some more ideas for your tool belt!



THE END
When complete with 
Handout One, please copy 
and send to Heather along 
with photos of artifacts or 
activities you wish to share. 
Check it off from your list.


